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Anita & JR Alkire
President
I want to start this issue with a huge THANK
YOU! It is the month of Thanksgiving and a
time that we can focus on saying thank you to
our Officers and volunteers in GWRRA. A time
to appreciate our Members. As you plan for
the activities through the end of the year, take some time to say
thanks.
I want to especially say THANK YOU to the
Districts and all your volunteers that made
Wing Ding 40 a huge success. This was the
first Wing Ding that we went directly to the
Districts for help and you didn’t let us down.
A HUGE THANK YOU to Tom and Renee
Wasluck for putting the schedule together and then delivering the
volunteer pins to each volunteer. You two are amazing!
We are in the last quarter of the year and for many of you bikes/trikes
are being put away. I urge you to think of some fun and create ways
to still recruit and reach out to those Members on the ARL to keep them
engaged with GWRRA. This is a tough time of year and I know many
of you have some amazingly inventive ideas that should be shared.
Please go to the GW District Directors FaceBook page and post your
ideas. If you have not yet joined, go to it and ask for an add and we’ll
include you.
New GWRRA Officer Handbook is out. It is a non-formatted
version at this point, but we wanted you to have the
information. The final edits and formatting are being done and
will be published in a similar format to past Handbooks.
Thanks all for your patience!

Presidential Assistants
Tom & Renee Wasluck

Presidential Assistants
Don & Sharon Weber

Presidential Assistants

New Events Page on www.gwrra.org. Did you get your login
and password District Directors? This is a fantastic resource
for Members looking for rallies, training, or rides in your area.
Please put your events up. You may designate someone to do
this and share the login and password with them.
Continued on page 2
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More answers from the Director Forums at Wing Ding 40
Can a Non-Gold Wing owner be a Chapter or District Director?
First and foremost we are looking for good leaders. We are founded as a Gold Wing
Association and would love for our Officers to ride the motorcycle that we were formed
around, but leaders ride many rides and we must be mindful of that. No Member should be
overlooked if they have the passion and desire to be a leader of the Chapter or District. It will
always be at the discretion of the Appointing Officer and Team as to who that next leader is,
but it must be a decision that is best for the Membership they represent.
How do you change the atmosphere when a Chapter Director or District Director
leaves a bad feeling among its Members and the Members no longer trust GWRRA?
First, call upon your Appointing Officer for help. Identify what you believe the issues are, but
don’t take ownership yet. They may not be the real issues. Then the Members should be
called by the leadership, either the new leadership or leadership a level up, to listen to issues
that each Member has. When a group is asked, you will only hear from the outspoken and
often will not hear all or possibly the real issues. In Lead Like You Ride there are three
fantastic ways to get to the bottom of the issues, but remember that any issue is like an
onion. There are many layers and the truth is at the core. Ask lots of questions and then
listen carefully. Ask for their help to resolve the issue. Come up with a plan and then work it.
Remember that you have support all around you and you just have to ask for guidance and
then engage those who are ready to help.
Should there be a Treasurer’s report at District or Chapter level and if so when and
where?
So we are talking about the same thing, an annual Financial Statement happens at the end of
the calendar year and is usually completed in January of each year.
As for a Treasurer’s report, this can be included monthly at the Chapter Business Meeting,
sometimes called Staff Meeting. It should NEVER be done at a Chapter Gathering. A Chapter
should have enough funds to operate on and the guide for finances is in the Officer Handbook.
A District Treasurer’s report would be done at the District Officer Business Meeting with the
District Team. Again, the District should have enough funds to operate on.
In both cases, if a Member requests to see the financials of the Chapter or District they may
make an appointment with the Treasurer and Director, at their convenience, to answer the
questions of the Member.
Chapter has a Chapter Patch done but it was not approved. Should anything be
done about it?
First, make certain that a previous District Director did not approve the patch. Refer to the
new handbook for the criteria of a Chapter Patch. The key is it can never be larger than 4”
and is usually worn on the front chest. It must have GWRRA, or full wording, included and the
Chapter identification. If it was not done, then a District Director should be proactive and
approve the patch. If it requires change to comply with GWRRA Guidelines, the Chapter
should immediately comply and stop using the incorrect patch.
Continued on page 3
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We’re holding events, rally, training, rides, and attendance has decreased. How do
we get Members to participate?
This is an ongoing concern from all levels of GWRRA. There are many reasons that can have
nothing to do with the Association or the events. Life outside of GWRRA continually shifts and
can take away from the time Members used to devote to GWRRA activities.
Reaching out to the Members to find out what they want from the Chapter or District is always
a good way to get them engaged in helping to resolve the issue. Many times we do things we
hear from a smaller group and it’s what they might want, but it doesn’t reflect the majority.
Phone calls are the best way to start working on this issue. Surveys can also work but know
that a 2% - 8% return is about usual for surveys and that may not get you enough input to
create a solution path. Put a task force together of Members who have a good phone
presence and are good listeners. Create a script of questions and remember you want open
ended questions to encourage discussion. Then have them make the calls and put together
their findings. Get the Task Force together, a video call would be great for this, and listen
carefully to the findings. From that, create your activities. In most cases, doing the same
thing over and over and expecting different results won’t work for you, so don’t be afraid to
experiment and try something new and crazy and then monitor your results. At each of these
events, put out a short questionnaire and ask their thoughts about the event, what would they
change, would they come back again, and then revamp to find that winning event.
Remember as well, location, location, location. This can be a major factor in the success of an
event. Members want to go somewhere they haven’t been before, where they can ride and
see the area, can shop in new places, eat at new restaurants, and create new and fun
adventures and memories with their fellow Members.
Thanks for the questions. There are still more to come next month.
From my home to yours, a very Happy Thanksgiving!
Anita & JR Alkire
623-445-2380
President@gwrra.org
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Mike & Barri Critzman
Director of Motorist Awareness
What do you do when you are sitting in traffic? Listen to the
radio? Talk to your car pool passengers? Call your spouse? Text
or email your boss? Check Waze for a quicker route? Is your
mind fully on your driving? A newscaster remarked the other day that he had contacted a
friend while driving. Not unusual you say? Well, maybe – but this newscaster was FaceTiming
while on the road!
Distracted driving is a huge problem, especially in highly populated areas like California.
According to the California Office of Traffic Safety, in 2016 more than 54% of California drivers
surveyed said they had been hit or nearly hit by a driver who was talking or texting on a cell
phone. In California almost 22,000 drivers were involved in a distracted driving collision
according to preliminary data for 2017 collected by the California State Office of Traffic Safety.
Tie all of this together. The Los Angeles area has the most congested traffic in the U.S., the
most stressful commute in the U.S., and the eighth longest average commute in the country.
Car pool motorists regularly break the lane restrictions. Roughly 50% of commuters say they
were hit or nearly hit by a distracted driver. Add this to motorists who are not fully briefed on
AB51 (the Lane Splitting Law) and who are not aware that lane splitting is legal. This can be a
lethal commute for anyone!
This is why the Motorist Awareness Program is so incredibly important. All motorists should
constantly look for motorcycles. Motorists must reduce and take responsibility for their
distractions, and all motorists must drive aware. The Motorist Awareness Program increases
all motorist’s awareness of motorcycle riders, explains the purpose behind the safety habits of
riders, and has the added benefit of improving overall driver awareness.
The Motorist Awareness Program provides tools to any member who is interested in educating
the public. In addition, it provides hand-out materials which can be distributed in numerous
locations. Contact your District Motorist Awareness Program Coordinator or District Director
for a list of tools and materials. The District Motorist Awareness Program Coordinator is
trained to assist in the selection of the best materials for your need.
Help Us Survive the Ride!
Mike & Barri Critzman
760-245-9218
itsawingthing@hotmail.com
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Larry & Penny Anthony
Director of Membership Enhancement
Membership Enhancement Program: Team Assistants
and the 2019 ICOY’s
Several months ago we appointed “MEP Team Assistants.” Their primary duty will be to
facilitate the new Couple of the Year Program. They will be working under the direction of
MEP Assistant Directors, Ron & Bev Clark, and will be keeping in touch with the District
Directors, District MEC’s, and District COY Coordinators regarding their District COY selections,
both the people and the process. They will also be responsible for setting up the judging of
the 2019 International Couples of the Year.
Their areas of responsibility have been divided up as illustrated. Each area will be judged
separately. One District Couple will be selected from each area to be an International Couple
of the Year. So we will have SIX International Couples of the Year at Wing Ding 41 (five from
the U.S., one from Canada, and one from Overseas).

It is very important that you have good communications with your assigned Team Assistant.
Please keep them advised of your selection ceremonies and the names and contact info of your
District Couples. You are always, of course, free to contact myself or Penny, or Ron and Bev
Clark – but the Team Assistants are closer and will likely have better knowledge of your
situation.
The new Officer’s Handbook is now available online. There are no substantive changes in the
selection process up to and through the District level. We must remind everyone that the
prescribed selection procedure is not optional – this particularly includes the interviews and
stage presentation of the Couples, even if there is only one Couple involved in the selection.
Failure to follow these procedures could result in your Couple being declared
ineligible for the ICOY selection. It is important that our International Couples have the
background, speaking, and appearance skills to become successful Ambassadors for GWRRA!
Continued on page 6
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Below is the contact information for the MEP Team Assistants:
Canada
Zane Saunders & Cindy Butt
His: (709) 743-7589
Hers: (709) 769-2634
mepta.can.gwrra@gmail.com
Northeast U.S.
Doug & Lynn Kerst
His: (614) 638-6389
Hers: (614) 638-6385
mepta.ne.gwrra@gmail.com
Southeast U.S.
Art & Candy Picagli
His: (757-593-8800
Hers: (757-593-0155
mepta.se.gwrra@gmail.com
Northwest U.S.
Steve & Diane Gottschalk
His: (618) 889-4036
Hers: (618-364-6724
mepta.nw.gwrra@gmail.com
Southwest U.S.
Steve & Carolyn Cotton
His: (918-798-8360
Hers: (918-798-8361
scotton01@cox.net
Thank you, and we are looking forward to another successful and FUN International Couple of
the Year selection in 2019!
Larry & Penny Anthony
205-492-9728
mepgwrra@gmail.com
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Clara & Fred Boldt
Director of the University
TEAM GWRRA Director of Rider Education Susan Huttman joins me in
announcing several administrative changes effective immediately and until
further notice . Any change we make is for the ease of use and to benefit
our Members and Instructors.
Please note: None of the changes will affect GWRRA Rider Course Instructors or
MEDIC FIRST AID® Instructors:
1. All Rider Education seminars previously available on the Rider Education web site
have been removed and put on the University site to keep all information in 1 place.
2. Eligibility to present a Rider Education seminar will be confirmed by the District
Educator as it pertains to the UTREPs level status . This also applies to University
Instructors and University Instructor Trainers.
3. District University Coordinators will be responsible for directly providing
UTREPs with the presentation materials required to deliver any one of the Rider
Education seminars.
4. A link to the University web site is posted to the Rider Education web site for both
the downloadable and digital versions of the U.3 (Class Roster).
5. The U.3 will be used at ALL seminars and modules presentations as the class
sign- in form. Following the class or event, the UTREP or UI will send the form
to the District University Coordinator to transfer the names to the digital U.3
form and submit it to: certify.renew@gmail.com.
6. The U.4 (Renewal Form) link is posted on the Rider Education web page and
takes a UTREP to the University website where the form can be downloaded.
When observed in the classroom by a University Instructor Trainer (UIT), the UIT
will complete the U.4. Otherwise, it is the responsibility of the UT or UI having
presented two classes within two years to complete the renewal form (U.4) and
submit it to: certify.renew@gmail.com.
Any questions can be directed to me at: toledotriker@gmail.com or Susan Huttman
at: director-re@gwrra.org for further information.

We are thankful for
our GWRRA Family!

Continued on page 8
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Spotlight

Need an idea for classes this month?
Instructors tell us all the time how surprised they are that Members have not tried to use My
RE, the portal online that contains a history of the Member’s time with GWRRA. My RE has
expiration dates for Membership, Levels, First Aid/CPR, and Rider courses like TRC, ARC and
others.
It lists classes the Member has attended, the kind of information they may need to complete a
resume’ for Couple Selection, or awards and recognition. Soon, more data on classes attended
will be available.

106-01 GWRRA Module on the Level explains the Levels program.
How To: Accessing Your Data ~ My RE Tutorial (located under How To on the University
site).
Both classes can be presented within 90 minutes, total. A great way to allow our Members to
take ownership of their experience with GWRRA and contribute to planning their own training.

…how easy it is to renew your certification as a University Trainer, University Instructor, or
University Instructor Trainer?
Continued on page 9
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When observed in the classroom by a University Instructor Trainer (UIT), the UIT
will complete the U.4. Otherwise, it is the responsibility of the UT or UI having
presented two classes within two years to complete the renewal form (U.4) and
submit it to: certify.renew@gmail.com. The form can be found on both the Rider
Education page with a link to the University or go directly to the University page
under FORMS tab.
…that all University Trainers, Instructors, and Instructor Trainers must be current in the
Levels program?
There is a requirement of a Level II or higher to present some classes. Don’t let
your Levels lapse!

…that some of our Members are hearing impaired and attend classes?
Ensure that these students are in a position where your face (and ideally the
faces of other students if they are participating in class discussion) are clearly
visible, and where the sound of your voice is least obstructed.
Students who have a hearing impairment find it very difficult to concentrate when
there is background noise. Blocking out some or all of this noise through closing
doors or windows can be a simple and effective measure.
Clara Boldt
319-240-4269
toledotriker@gmail.com

Bruce & Barb Beeman
Presidential Assistants
GWRRA Officer Recognition
When I stepped up as an Officer, I did so because I felt I needed to give back because of
everything I had gotten as a Member of GWRRA. I didn’t do it for what I would get back, but it
made it all worth it when a Chapter Member said thank you, you’re doing a good job; or when
you’re asked to take a higher position; or when you step aside as a Director and you’re told
you really made a difference; but why wait! Recognition - we all like to be recognized. Like
Ray Garris likes to say, “It’s like giving out paychecks to our volunteers.”
The recognition I’m referring to is the Senior Program, Merit Award, and Directors of the Year
Award, which this year is across all of GWRRA’s Programs, not just Operations.

Continued on page 10
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It’s about those volunteer Officers in the field at the Chapter and District levels that are doing
an outstanding job and therefore should receive one of those paychecks.
For the first year we had a good representation from all the Programs at all levels. Here is the
break-down for the class of 2018/2019: 33 Officers appointed to Senior of which 14 were
nominated and received a Merit Award. From those that received a Merit Award, there were
four that received the Director of the Year Award.
I would like to personally thank all those Officers that were appointed to Senior, those that
received a Merit Award, and those that received a Director of the Year Award. You freely gave
of yourself to ensure that our Members of this amazing Association got more than they paid
for.
That’s what happened upto and through Wing Ding in Knoxville, Class of 2018/2019. Now we
need to start the class of 2019/2020. Our Chapter and District Directors, along with the
Program Directors, need to start looking at their Team Officers for those outstanding Officers
that truly deserve recognition for what they have done for the Members and their Teams. You
each know who that Officer is and why they should be appointed and even nominated for an
Award. All the information you need is on Officer Connection. If you have trouble finding it,
shoot me an email at bbbeeman@charter.net and I will be glad to help you out. I would really
like to see us double the number of Senior appointments from last year.
Recognition is something we all need whether we are an Officer or not. Here are a few ways
to recognize Members and other Team Members:

District and Chapter newsletter - feature them with their picture and bio.
Feature them at a Chapter or District gathering.
Do you know how far a phone call goes? What a great way to give recognition by calling
our Members or Team Members. I can assure you, you will get more back than you could
ever imagine.
• At our District Rallies is a perfect place to acknowledge the Chapter Directors and their
Teams, and there again make it a big deal.
•
•
•

Again, the Senior appointment, Merit Award, and Director of the Year program. This needs to
be used more, but it also needs to be understood. It’s a special award for those that are doing
an outstanding job for their Members and GWRRA. It’s not a good old boys club just because
they have time in grade.
Remember, a pat on the back, a hey good job, a call to let them know you really care about
what they are doing, or maybe having a Team Member of the Month, (Chapter or District).
Just let them know they really do matter and they deserve a paycheck, so give it.
Bruce & Barb Beeman
507-438-7063
bbbeeman@charter.net
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Bob & Nancy Shrader
Presidential Assistants
Your Local Honda Dealer
We've written before about things we can put in our "Tool Box" to use at
the appropriate time to help your Chapter deal with a problem or to assist with functions like
recruiting or hosting a social event or just making things at the Chapter better. One of the best
"tools" for the Tool Box is a good relationship with your local Honda Dealer, particularly if they
stock, sell, and service Gold Wings. We realize that many rural dealers may not fit this description
and therefore have only a modest potential for getting involved with a GWRRA Chapter. But for
those that do a healthy Gold Wing business, having that good business relationship can be
invaluable.
One of the best places to recruit new or prospective Members is at your Honda Dealer. Our Home
Chapter has, over the years, recruited several Members from the showroom of our Honda Dealer
and most of them are still with us.
We realize that some of our Members are knowledgeable and equipped to perform
maintenance on their Gold Wings and so rarely visit a dealer, but those folks are in the
minority. Most of our riders end up at the dealers for routine maintenance. So as the Chapter
Director, those customers can be your "foot in the door" with the Manager. We've been
working with the new manager at our Tampa Honda Dealer and have found it to be rewarding.
We've received several nice items for door prizes, etc. when not so long ago we wouldn't have felt
comfortable even asking. The manager has even loaned us a pop-up tent to use at our upcoming
Chapter event.
Things are definitely looking up and we're now planning a recruiting event at the dealership with
food donated by the dealer. Nan has developed a genuinely good business relationship with this
manager; they're on a first name basis and he's always quick to ask if we need something. Of
course, it took a lot of work on Nan's part to make this all happen and to cultivate that important
business relationship, but it's now paying off.
Moral of the story: put on your charisma hat and go by that local Honda Dealer you haven't visited
in a long time and see if you can strike up a business-type friendship with the manager. I know
that there's certainly been occasions where members have had truly bad situations with dealers
and or service personnel at their local establishment. But maybe the management has turned over
since you were there last (the situation we experienced). We found the new manager was open to
a candid discussion of previous problems with service, and they seem to be making a genuine
effort to court the GWRRA business. We've even had one Member buy a new bike there.
Things are looking promising for this business relationship and we're anticipating even better in the
future. Consider this as a possible addition to your "Tool Box." It may take some real effort,
especially if the relationship with your local Dealer hasn't been good. If you can get things going in
the right direction, it can be a great asset for your Chapter. Give it some thought.

Bob and Nancy Shrader
352-668-3164
floridadd@msn.com
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Susan & George Huttman
Director of Rider Education
Since WING DING 40, the TEAM GWRRA Rider Education
Program (REP) team has been at work restructuring the Program
web page content to make it easier to navigate. In addition, we
are affecting ways to provide District Educators (DEs) with the most
current information about the REP.
While we periodically generate email updates, we have several of the team’s Rider Education
Assistants assigned to a REP communication group. Recently we conducted our first Zoom
calls with DEs and District Ride Coordinators (DRCs) across the Association. By using this
communication method, we can share information, listen to comments and concerns, and
address questions first hand.
During the recent Zoom calls, we discussed the new Officer Handbook and the importance of
connecting with other programs, like the University, to advocate for all educational
opportunities available and benefit the Members we serve. The calls are a chance for DEs to
express their thoughts and share experiences with fellow Educators while fostering stronger
working relationships with the REP team.
Feedback has been positive overall and serves to inspire us. Some Districts have reported
successful collaborations with their University Coordinator and DRCs boosting overall Member
participation and enhancing both Chapter and District life. The group calls will resume after the
holidays and every six weeks thereafter. It is a great way to explore different ways we can provide Rider Education support at the District level. We encourage District Educators to
continue to reach out to the Rider Education Assistant who has been communicating with
them. A complete list of our contact information can be found at: GWRRA Rider Education
Staff.
I also want to make everyone aware of changes on the horizon for the MEDIC FIRST AID®
program through the provider HSI. A short time ago we learned about the introduction of new
technology to make it possible for MFA students to have a more realistic experience when
performing CPR in a classroom setting. It will include the use of enabled mannequins or
alternative hardware and the introduction of new instructor materials and handbooks.
While the changes are effective in 2019 for some providers including American Heart
Association and the Red Cross, it will not be compulsory for GWRRA until 2020. The GWRRA
Director of MEDIC FIRST AID® and her MFA Program Assistant are exploring the options and
will assist the Districts in preparing to meet the new standards. More information will be
shared as soon as it becomes available.
Next month we will be introducing the GWRRA Rider Education Program staff. You will learn
more about the dedicated volunteers making it possible for Members to be safer, more
prepared, and better able to enjoy all the FUN we have with our GWRRA Family and Friends.
Susan & George Huttman
828-368-2249
director-re@gwrra.org

